
NEW EMPLOYEES

 

  

          Teaching Courses on Gandhi in India & abroad;Teaching Courses on Gandhi in India & abroad;
          Trainings & Workshops on NonviolentTrainings & Workshops on Nonviolent    Conflict Resolution;Conflict Resolution;  
            Initiating Gandhi Clubs in Schools;Initiating Gandhi Clubs in Schools;
            Annual Inter-School Debate;Annual Inter-School Debate;
            Peace Games Project in Schools & Colleges;Peace Games Project in Schools & Colleges;
            Making multiple appeals to NCERT to incorporateMaking multiple appeals to NCERT to incorporate  
            class-wise curriculum on Gandhian Philosophy;class-wise curriculum on Gandhian Philosophy;
          'Bringing Gandhi to Women & Children’, Project'Bringing Gandhi to Women & Children’, Project  

            & Her latest book, The Science of Peace& Her latest book, The Science of Peace

A Dream Come TrueA Dream Come True

Shanti Sahyog Centre for Nonviolence (CFN) (formerly known as ShantiShanti Sahyog Centre for Nonviolence (CFN) (formerly known as Shanti
Sahyog Center for Peace & Conflict Resolution (SS CPCR) formed in 2018,Sahyog Center for Peace & Conflict Resolution (SS CPCR) formed in 2018,
is a dream child of our President, Dr. Suman Khanna Aggarwal since heris a dream child of our President, Dr. Suman Khanna Aggarwal since her
post-doctoral research days in 1987. This project holds a very special placepost-doctoral research days in 1987. This project holds a very special place
close to her heart. Since several years through her academic career & theclose to her heart. Since several years through her academic career & the
NGO's platform she has tried to keep the fire of bringing GandhianNGO's platform she has tried to keep the fire of bringing Gandhian
philosophy to the world alive, by:philosophy to the world alive, by:

                                    sponsored by Azimji Premji University;sponsored by Azimji Premji University;  

                                  (of which we are expecting the 2nd edition soon)(of which we are expecting the 2nd edition soon)

   
CFN envision a world where individuals, communities & nations are         
ruled by kindness, compassion and trust; striving towards unconditional

love and nonviolence in every aspect of their lives, through mindful,
conscious living.

 

Our Centre invites you to join our Team,  to empower communities
and nation states, to adopt Nonviolent Conflict Resolution - ultimately

resulting in the realisation of our Vision: 
          

                       A WORLD BEYOND VIOLENCE & WAR

  Current Global Military Expenditure is: USD 3 million+ per minute
   18,000 Children Die Daily due to malnutrition & lack of healthcare

 

                             LET'S GIVE NONVIOLENCE A CHANCE!

            Let's follow the path of Mahatma Gandhi, who affirms that:

                          "In a gentle way, you can shake the world."

Our Mission
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   Dear Readers,
 

 It is a pleasure and a privilege to reach you with the 1st edition of our CFN fortnightly
bulletin: 
                                                         

                                                       The Changemaker
As the name indicates, our aim here is to remind you of your INDIVIDUAL immense
potential to affect socio-political reality transformation; in other words, to empower you to: 
                                                                

                                                                 Be a Changemaker!

Today is 6 August 2021, the 76th painful anniversary of the atomic bomb attack on
Hiroshima & Nagasaki (on 9 August 1945) by USA during World War II. The bombing wiped
out 90% of the city, instantaneously killed 70,000 innocent people, left tens of thousands
dead,  due to nuclear radiation and compelled Japan’s unconditional surrender on 15 Aug
1945, ending World War II. Hiroshima Day is observed to raise awareness about the still
existing threat of nuclear weapons & after-effects of nuclear war - high cancer rates,
miscarriages, infant deaths, disability, contamination of crops, plants, aquatic creatures,
terrestrial animals & resulting nuclear winter!

Today, as the city of Hiroshima holds its traditional Peace Memorial Ceremony, 
to empathize with the anguish of the Hibakusha (survivors & descendants of the 
atomic explosions on Hiroshima & Nagasaki in 1945) let us to pledge to adopt Nonviolent
Defense, thereby politically legitimizing  Nonviolent Conflict Resolution in our nation states, 
which will lead to the dawn of a World Beyond War. 
This can be done by promoting CFN petition 
#ChooseNonviolentDefence and our Call to Action #/s. 
  
To do so click on the link: 
          https://shantisahyog.org/conflict-resolution/

          

PRESIDENT'S
DESK

 From the 

Until we connect next fortnight
Stay Safe, Stay Healthy

https://shantisahyog.org/conflict-resolution/
https://shantisahyog.org/conflict-resolution/


CHILDREN IN WAR ZONES
 

“Every war is a war against children.” - Eglantyne Jebb
 

 

Children living in war zones are subject to direct attack. A research by Save The Children reveals that aroundChildren living in war zones are subject to direct attack. A research by Save The Children reveals that aroundChildren living in war zones are subject to direct attack. A research by Save The Children reveals that around
415 million children worldwide were living in such areas in 2018. The number of children in high intensity415 million children worldwide were living in such areas in 2018. The number of children in high intensity415 million children worldwide were living in such areas in 2018. The number of children in high intensity
conflict areas stands at a staggering 149 million, double the number of children in the US. They are used asconflict areas stands at a staggering 149 million, double the number of children in the US. They are used asconflict areas stands at a staggering 149 million, double the number of children in the US. They are used as
human shields, killed, maimed, abducted, sexually abused, recruited and involved in terrorism-relatedhuman shields, killed, maimed, abducted, sexually abused, recruited and involved in terrorism-relatedhuman shields, killed, maimed, abducted, sexually abused, recruited and involved in terrorism-related
activities. Rape and forced marriage are standard tactics in conflicts from Syria to Yemen, and from theactivities. Rape and forced marriage are standard tactics in conflicts from Syria to Yemen, and from theactivities. Rape and forced marriage are standard tactics in conflicts from Syria to Yemen, and from the
Democratic Republic of the Congo to Nigeria, South Sudan and Myanmar.Democratic Republic of the Congo to Nigeria, South Sudan and Myanmar.Democratic Republic of the Congo to Nigeria, South Sudan and Myanmar.

Psychological ImpactPsychological ImpactPsychological Impact   
Children who grow up in war and terrorism zones are routinely exposed to life-threatening dangerous eventsChildren who grow up in war and terrorism zones are routinely exposed to life-threatening dangerous eventsChildren who grow up in war and terrorism zones are routinely exposed to life-threatening dangerous events
that effect their mental health and normative age-related transitions. Growing up in these perilousthat effect their mental health and normative age-related transitions. Growing up in these perilousthat effect their mental health and normative age-related transitions. Growing up in these perilous
environments is linked to psychological problems among children and adolescents. (environments is linked to psychological problems among children and adolescents. (environments is linked to psychological problems among children and adolescents. (Betancourt and Khan,Betancourt and Khan,Betancourt and Khan,
200820082008; ; ; Slone and Shoshani, 2008Slone and Shoshani, 2008Slone and Shoshani, 2008). Describing children’s responses to trauma, Terr, presents four specific). Describing children’s responses to trauma, Terr, presents four specific). Describing children’s responses to trauma, Terr, presents four specific
symptoms characteristic of childhood PTSD: repeated vivid visualization of the shocking event; engaging insymptoms characteristic of childhood PTSD: repeated vivid visualization of the shocking event; engaging insymptoms characteristic of childhood PTSD: repeated vivid visualization of the shocking event; engaging in
behavioral re-enactments and repetitive play related to the latter, fears related to the trauma andbehavioral re-enactments and repetitive play related to the latter, fears related to the trauma andbehavioral re-enactments and repetitive play related to the latter, fears related to the trauma and
pessimistic attitudes reflecting a sense of hopelessness about the future and life in general. PTSD symptomspessimistic attitudes reflecting a sense of hopelessness about the future and life in general. PTSD symptomspessimistic attitudes reflecting a sense of hopelessness about the future and life in general. PTSD symptoms
also result in sleep problems, nightmares and waking early, flashbacks and replays, impaired memory,also result in sleep problems, nightmares and waking early, flashbacks and replays, impaired memory,also result in sleep problems, nightmares and waking early, flashbacks and replays, impaired memory,
forgetfulness, inability to concentrate, hyper vigilance, irritability, panic attacks, hypersensitivity,forgetfulness, inability to concentrate, hyper vigilance, irritability, panic attacks, hypersensitivity,forgetfulness, inability to concentrate, hyper vigilance, irritability, panic attacks, hypersensitivity,
obsessiveness and low self-esteem.obsessiveness and low self-esteem.obsessiveness and low self-esteem.

Attempts to Live in NormalcyAttempts to Live in NormalcyAttempts to Live in Normalcy   
Over 34 wars are on-going in the world. Since 1990, about 17 million children have been displaced by war,Over 34 wars are on-going in the world. Since 1990, about 17 million children have been displaced by war,Over 34 wars are on-going in the world. Since 1990, about 17 million children have been displaced by war,
more than 2 million have been killed; three times as many have been seriously injured or permanentlymore than 2 million have been killed; three times as many have been seriously injured or permanentlymore than 2 million have been killed; three times as many have been seriously injured or permanently
disabled and more than 1 million have been separated from their parents or orphaned (NCBI). disabled and more than 1 million have been separated from their parents or orphaned (NCBI). disabled and more than 1 million have been separated from their parents or orphaned (NCBI). Most of usMost of usMost of us
take for granted our comfortable lives. Think about it - if you’re feeling lazy, you’re able to order food to yourtake for granted our comfortable lives. Think about it - if you’re feeling lazy, you’re able to order food to yourtake for granted our comfortable lives. Think about it - if you’re feeling lazy, you’re able to order food to your
home. But people living in war zones, risk getting bombed while queuing up all day for a bag of rice! Living inhome. But people living in war zones, risk getting bombed while queuing up all day for a bag of rice! Living inhome. But people living in war zones, risk getting bombed while queuing up all day for a bag of rice! Living in
an area of conflict is hardly a black and white matter of displacement. Those impacted include localan area of conflict is hardly a black and white matter of displacement. Those impacted include localan area of conflict is hardly a black and white matter of displacement. Those impacted include local
residents on whom the war situation is dumped, aid-workers who have travelled there to help end theresidents on whom the war situation is dumped, aid-workers who have travelled there to help end theresidents on whom the war situation is dumped, aid-workers who have travelled there to help end the
conflict, and of course the culprits who fuel the flames (BTRtoday).conflict, and of course the culprits who fuel the flames (BTRtoday).conflict, and of course the culprits who fuel the flames (BTRtoday).

Wars will not disappear overnight, but their effects can be mitigated, through some vital measures likeWars will not disappear overnight, but their effects can be mitigated, through some vital measures likeWars will not disappear overnight, but their effects can be mitigated, through some vital measures like
removing child soldiers from battlefields and banning the manufacture of weapons such as anti-personnelremoving child soldiers from battlefields and banning the manufacture of weapons such as anti-personnelremoving child soldiers from battlefields and banning the manufacture of weapons such as anti-personnel
land mines targeting civilians. Further child protection can be a means of opening up dialogue betweenland mines targeting civilians. Further child protection can be a means of opening up dialogue betweenland mines targeting civilians. Further child protection can be a means of opening up dialogue between
warring sides. The idea of children as ‘zones of peace’ has proved beneficial, with temporary ceasefires thatwarring sides. The idea of children as ‘zones of peace’ has proved beneficial, with temporary ceasefires thatwarring sides. The idea of children as ‘zones of peace’ has proved beneficial, with temporary ceasefires that
permit vaccination of children and food supplies to pass through enemy linespermit vaccination of children and food supplies to pass through enemy linespermit vaccination of children and food supplies to pass through enemy lines
...    
But the more important question is: What are we doing to prevent war? Aren’t we, as adults, theBut the more important question is: What are we doing to prevent war? Aren’t we, as adults, theBut the more important question is: What are we doing to prevent war? Aren’t we, as adults, the
perpetrators? No child’s life should be devastated by the actions and decisions of people they don’t knowperpetrators? No child’s life should be devastated by the actions and decisions of people they don’t knowperpetrators? No child’s life should be devastated by the actions and decisions of people they don’t know
and didn’t put in power. Even if the war stops, children carry horrific lifelong memories; of their homes beingand didn’t put in power. Even if the war stops, children carry horrific lifelong memories; of their homes beingand didn’t put in power. Even if the war stops, children carry horrific lifelong memories; of their homes being
razed to the ground, their schools attacked, family killed in front of their eyes, snatching their childhood,razed to the ground, their schools attacked, family killed in front of their eyes, snatching their childhood,razed to the ground, their schools attacked, family killed in front of their eyes, snatching their childhood,
and mercilessly left to face and fight the big world all alone. We talk about this, post on social media, createand mercilessly left to face and fight the big world all alone. We talk about this, post on social media, createand mercilessly left to face and fight the big world all alone. We talk about this, post on social media, create
a frenzy for a week or two, then we forget and move on, living our privileged, comfortable lives. And whata frenzy for a week or two, then we forget and move on, living our privileged, comfortable lives. And whata frenzy for a week or two, then we forget and move on, living our privileged, comfortable lives. And what
about the little child? What about the more than 400 million other children living in war zones?about the little child? What about the more than 400 million other children living in war zones?about the little child? What about the more than 400 million other children living in war zones?   

                                                                                                                                                      What have you done to help them today?What have you done to help them today?What have you done to help them today?   

Intern- Intern- Intern- Soumyaa SomatraSoumyaa SomatraSoumyaa Somatra
   

Fortnightly Feature 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2017.01397/full#B12
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2017.01397/full#B51


1.  Atoning for some wrongdoing, a la Gandhi's confession of stealing to his
father, or telling the truth, no matter what the cost. (Experiment with this
and write to us about it!)

 2.  Gandhi's famous eviction from a first-class train compartment on         

 
 

This project funded by Azim Premji University (APU) seeks to liberate Gandhi
from the elite classroom and bring him to a larger populace – underprivileged

women and children. The aim is to inculcate Gandhian values of truth,
nonviolence and service in the participants; promote understanding and

tolerance in relationships and develop skills to resolve conflicts non-violently.
Every month, a batch of 25 participants from our catchment area of 17 slums is

formed and engaged in studying Gandhi in a fun way by relating his life
activities and values to their everyday lives. 

Send us your thoughts or lessons from Gandhi's life, applying them to your own!

       For example:

        Maritzburg  station. (Can you too stand up for a cause you believe in?  Write to us!)

 

CFN Project: 'Bringing Gandhi
to Children'

 

How can you participate?How can you participate?How can you participate?

 
Our Current Batch of Students - APU Project



Voice of YouthVoice of YouthVoice of Youth
In July, 9 interns from UPES Univ Dehradun, joined CFN family

for 2 months. In their words, this internship was 
"eye-opening", "revolutionizing" and "transformative"

for them. Well, their words not ours!

"I consider myself very fortunate to be a part of this Internship. I am
grateful for having a chance to meet so many wonderful people and
professionals who led me though this internship, especially Suman
Khanna Aggarwal ma’am. This internship is a small taste of the real
world. In a nutshell, this internship has been an excellent and
rewarding experience for me."
- Shrestha Nigam

"My most crucial learning from this internship was how we can apply the knowledge
from the classroom to the real world experience. Learning something in a classroom
or studying these social aspects of our life is one thing, but simultaneously working
with a NGO to eliminate them from our society was really a good experience. We did
different projects during this internship that raised my self-confidence."
- Tanishka Kapoor

"This internship was a one of a kind experience, packed with a lot of
different lessons to keep for life. Additionally, I want to express my
gratitude to the organisation for giving us this opportunity to learn
and work for such a unique initiative. I really look forward to see the
impact brought about by the CFN, as the programs unfold." 
- Riya Kandwal 

"Working in this organisation really helped me in realizing how I really
feel about things. There were sessions which really helped me in
understanding life. So, I am very grateful that I got a chance to do this 
 internship."
                                                                                                    -  Tanishka Goyanka

"I have gained many skills, and I have learnt about Nonviolence and
strategies to implement it in day to day life. This internship not only
helped me in getting familiar with social issues but also gave me a
broad overview of the issue."
 - Isha Gupta

You are Very Welcome to Join us as Interns!



Dr. Suman Khanna Aggarwal
- President & Founder CFN

 +91 8285677777
 

Navjot Kaur - Coordinator CFN
+91 8826545638

 
 

*If he was being shamed for his body
type/shape at school;

*If he was being bullied for his "lack of
masculine behavior at school".

 
 
 

Participate in
our activities
and get the

chance to get
featured in our
next Bulletin!

            WHAT WOULD GANDHIJI DO?WHAT WOULD GANDHIJI DO?WHAT WOULD GANDHIJI DO?

WATCH RICHARD ATTENBURNERS MOVIE,WATCH RICHARD ATTENBURNERS MOVIE,WATCH RICHARD ATTENBURNERS MOVIE,   
'GANDHI'GANDHI'GANDHI' &' &' &

AND DO SHARE YOUR TAKEAWAYAND DO SHARE YOUR TAKEAWAYAND DO SHARE YOUR TAKEAWAY

Email your entries / feedback  to cfn@shantisahyog.org and the best ones
are assured a place in, The Changemaker!

Send us artwork / articles to publish

LET'SLET'S
CONNECT!CONNECT!

Meet our Editorial Team 


